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A b s t r a c t  . S t r e s z c z a n i e

Behaviours o f rea l time systems, ca lled  timed behaviours, are
considered. A mathematical model fo r  such behaviours is  developed >.
using a varian t of labe lled  event structu res. A compositional
method of de fin in g  the timed behaviours o f compound concurrent
rea l time systems from the behaviours of th e ir  components is
presented. A concept of equivalence of timed behaviours is
introduced.

ALGEBRAICZNY MODEL DZIAŁANIA SYSTEMÓW W CZASIE RZECZYWISTYM

W pracy są rozważane zachowania s ię  systemów w czasie  
rzeczywistym, zwane zachowaniami czasowymi. Zaproponowano 
modelowanie zachowań czasowych za pomocą odmiany tzw. 
etykietowanych struktur zdarzeń. Zaprezentowano modularny metodę 
defin iowania zachowań s ię  systemów złożonych, po legającą na 
odpowiednim składaniu zachowań s ię  składowych. Wprowadzono 
stosowne po jęc ie  równoważności zachowań czasowych.
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1. Introduction

Concurrent behaviours can be represented by labelled event structures of the 
form E -  (E,£,#,/), where E is a set of events, s  and * are a causal order and a 
conflict relation between events, and / is a labelling which associates actions with 
events (cf. [2], [6], and [8]). A slightly more general representation can be 
given by means of configuration systems (cf. [7]). These correspond to families 
of configurations of labelled event structures, where a configuration is a conflict- 
free prefix of a labelled event structure, or, more precisely, the labelled set of 
events of such a prefix. They represent the causal order and the conflict relation of 
the respective behaviour by the containment of configurations. This is illustrated in 
the example of a labelled event structure and the respective configuration system in 
fig. 1.1 (where the events of the configuration system are represented by 
occurrences of the respective action symbols in the figure).

Complex behaviours can be obtained by combining simple ones with the aid of 
operations like in CCS. Similar operations have been defined for labelled event 
structures (cf. [8]) and configuration systems (cf. [7]). In order to reflect the fact 
that certain behaviours cannot be distinguished by observations, suitable concepts 
of behavioural equivalence have been introduced for labelled event structures and 
configuration systems (cf. [2] and [7]).

In this paper we want to represent not only the causal order of events of a 
behaviour, but also when the events, supposed to be instantaneous, occur. 
Moreover, some events of a behaviour may be seen within the behaviour as 
waiting for their completion. On the other hand, some other events of the same 
behaviour may be critical in the sense that they trigger some events of the 
behaviour or of its environment

A labelled event structure £ A configuration system for E

Fig. 1,1
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We consider behaviours with the above said aspects, and we represent them 
by configuration systems of a particular type, called timed configuration systems. 
In such systems, in addition to the label which is an action symbol, each event has a 
certain waiting interval and a criticity mark. Triples of this type are called timed 
actions. In a timed configuration system time is counted relatively to the beginning 
of the represented behaviour and it must be consistent with the causal order. We 
assume also a son of eagerness of the behaviours in the sense that there is no 
unnecessary delay in completing events.

For timed configuration systems we define operations similar to the ones for 
the standard configuration systems. For this purpose, we use a variant of 
synchronization algebras in the sense of [8], namely the synchronization structure 
of timed actions. The operations on timed configuration systems are defined such 
that the class of timed configuration systems is closed with respect to all of them. 
Moreover, the concept of behavioural equivalence of standard configuration 
systems is modified such that it applies also to timed configuration systems.

In section 2 we recall the concepts and results concerning standard 
configuration systems. In section 3 we introduce a synchronization structure for 
timed configuration systems and define operations on timed configuration systems. 
In section 4 we present a concept of behavioural equivalence for timed 
configuration systems In section 5 we show how to model timed behaviours of 
various types by means of timed configuration systems.

2. Configuration systems

As we said, configuration systems correspond to the families of 
configurations of labelled event structures, where a configuration is (the set of 
events of) a conflict-free prefix of the respective labelled event structure. 
Operations on configuration systems are defined with the aid of a structure in the 
set of possible actions, called a synchronization structure (cf. [5]), which' is a 
generalization of the synchronization algebras like in [8].

2.1 Definition. A synchronization structure is Z =(Dx;ii.® j), where D j is a 
set of action symbols, I£ cD r is a subset of symbols of internal actions, and ®£ is a 
partial binary operation in Ds-Iz which is strongly commutative (d ®£ e = e ®£ d 
whenever either side is defined) and strongly associative ((d ®£ e) ®z f  = 
d ® z(e ®£ f) whenever either side is defined). All d,ee D£ such that d ®£ e is 

defined are said to be complementary. ♦
For example, we may have D£ = -A u+A ufx), I£ ={x}, and ®£ defined by 

(-a)®£(+a)=x for some aeA. and by (-a)®£(+a)= -a, (+a)®£(+a)= +a.



(-a)®^-*) undefined, for some other ae A. We can interpret A as a set of symbols
of data transfers with -a and +a standing for the respective send and receive action 
in the mode of handshaking (if (-a)®j(+a)=x) or bro- icasting (if(-a)®£(+a)=-a,
(+a)®j^+a>= +a, and (-a>8^r(-a) is undefined).

2.2 Definition. Given a synchronization structure E, a configuration system 
(c-system) over Z is a nonempty set S of finite functions with values in Dr  such
that:
(1) n Z e  S for each nonempty subset Z c  S which is bounded in S in the

sense that there exists seS such that z c s  for all zeZ,
(2) U Z e S  for each subset Z c ?  which is bounded in S .
We call all se S configurations of S and, for each configuration s e S and each 
(x,v)e s, we call (x,v) an event with the execution symbol x and the action symbol 
v. Given a configuration se S and two events e,fe S, we say that f follows e in s 
(resp.: f  is coincident with e in s) iff for all configurations te S with t c  s the 
condition fe t implies (resp.: is equivalent to) the condition ee t.
By Nil we denote the c-system {0}. By cs(I) we denote the universe of 
c-systems over X . ♦

For c-systems we have the following results.

23 . Proposition. For all c-systems P, Sq, SjG cs(£), each K c D j  with 1E c  K, 
and each automorphism b of £, where an automorphism is a bijecrion b: D£ —> Dz 
such that b and b '1 preserve 1£ and , we have the following c-systems:
(1) the result PIK of restricting P to K, where 

sePIK iff seP  and for all (x,v)€ s we have veK,
(2) the result Pb of relabelling P according to b, where 

sePb iff s=((x,b(v)): (x,v)ep} for some peP,
(3) the result Sq;P of prefixing Sq to P,

where sgSq;P iff s = {((0,x),v): (x.v^ S q) for some sqgSq 
or s = {((0,x),v): (x,v)€So) u  {((l,y),w): (y,w)€q} 
fora maximal SqcSq and some qeP,

(4) the sum Sq+ Sj, where se Sq+ Sj iff s={((0,x),v): (x,v)gsq) for some 
SqcSq or s=(((l,y),w): (y,w )esi) for some s je S ^

(5) tine, parallel composition SqII Sj, where se SqII Sj iff s consists o f some 
SqgSq and SjeSj in the sense that
s = {((0,x),v): (x,v)e SQ-cr^s,)} u  {((l,y),w): (y.wjesj-aiso)} 

u  {(((0,x,v),(l,y,w)), v (Sj w): ((x,v),(y,w))e a}
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for a one-to-one partial function a  from Sq to Sj such that:
(5.1) v and w are complementary for all ((x,v),(y,w))€ a,
(5.2) if ejf e sq are separated by some tQ e Sq widi ^  c  sq, in the sense that

eitheree  tQandfeto or e e tp and f e then c j  can be separated by 
some uo e Sq with uq C s© such that there exists uj € Sj with uj c  si

!__> for which aiuoJC U j a n d a '^ u j jc  uq; similarly for e,f e  s^
j Moreover, f follows e in s iff in s there exists a sequence ej = e, e2, ... .e,,, e„4.i= f 
such that, for each i€ {1,2,..., n}, pr0(ei+i) follows p ^ e j)  in sq or pri(ei+1) 
follows prj(Cj) in Sj , where, for each e e s, 
pr0(e)=(x,v) for e of the form ((O^v),
pr0(e)=(x,v) and pr,(e)=(y,w) for e of the fonn (((0,x,v),(l,y,w)), v w), 
pf](e)=(y,w) for e of the form ((l,y),w).

Proof outline.
For (l)-(4) proofs are trivial. For (5) we proceed as follows.
Consider a nonempty ZcS with an upper bound se S.Then Zo={pr0(z):ze Z}

and Zi={prj(z):ze Z} are nonempty bounded subsets of Sq and Sj respectively,
and zeZ  iff z consists of some zqsZq and ZjeZj with the correspondence

a 2 = a n  (zq x  Z]). From the properties of Sq and Sj we obtain that PiZogSq and

n Z j €  Sj .  On the other hand, C \Z  consists of P>Zq and Z j with the

correspondence rX a^  : zeZ). Indeed given any e,fe P»Zq and to with tQCSQ which 
separates e,f, for each zeZ  we take u q ( z )  and Uj(z) satisfying the requirements of

(5.2) and obtain UQ=P\(u0(z):ze Z)e S0 and Ui=P>(U](z):ze Z)e Si with uq

separating e,f. Finally, PiZe S, as required. Similarly, kJZe S for each bounded
ZcS.

The characterization of the relation f follows e in s is a direct consequence of 
the fact that (5.2) is equivalent to the lack in s of a non trivial cycle e ^ , ... fin,
en+l=el su°h t îat follows pro(ej) in sq or pr](ftj+1) follows prj(ej) in Sj
for all 1 € (l,...,n). ♦

Proposition 2.3 defines the following operations on c-systems: P i—» PIK, 
P > Pb, P i—* SqiP, (Sq,S j ) i—> Sq+S j , (Sq.S j ))—> SqIISj . Note that the
prefixing is regarded 3s an operation with respect to the second argument only, the 
first one playing the role of a parameter. Note also that prefixing an action de Dx
to a c-system P is a particular case of such an operation with d represented by a 
one-event c-system with an event with the label d.



For c-systerns we have a natural relation of being a prefix.

2.4. Definition. Given two c-systems P,Qe csCl), we say that P is a
prefix of Q, written as P «  Q, iff P c  Q and, for each qeQ, q c  '«JP 
implies qeQ .#

The following property is a simple consequence of the definition.

2.5. Proposition. The relation «  is a chain complete partial order on cs(Z) 
with Nil playing the role of the least element, and the supremum of each countable 
chain P0« P i « . . .  given by ^ { P ;: ieo)}, where co={0,l,2,...). The operations 
defined in 2.3 are continuous with respect to this order, that is they preserve the 
suprema of countable chains in the respective cartesian powers of cs(Z). ♦

From the known properties of complete partial order we obtain the 
following result.

2.6. Proposition. Let F: (es(X)) m+n -» (cs(E)) m be a continuous mapping 
which transforms each pair (P,Q) with Pe (cs(Z))m and Qe (cs(L))n into some 
R= F(P,Q) e  (cs(I))110. Then we have:
(1) the fixed-point equation P = F(P,Q) has a least solution h(Q),
(2) this solution is given by ^J{Pj: ie co), where Pq ■ Nilm and Pi+1= F(Pj ,Q) 

for ie co,
(3) the correspondence Q i—» h(Q) is a continuous mapping from (csfE))" 

to (cs(Z)) m .
We write h(Q) as fixp F(P,Q) and call the correspondence Fi—> h a fixed-point 
operator. «

Thanks to this result we may define a large variety of operations on c-systems.

2.7. Definition. The operations defined in 2.4 are called basic operations on 
c-systems. The operations which can be obtained by combining basic operations 
with the aid of superpositions and fixed-point operators are called definable 
operations. ♦
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3. Timed configuration systems

Timed configuration systems are particular configuration systems. As in the 
case of standard configuration systems, their events represent executions of 
actions. However, in the present case each execution takes place at a certain time 
instant, namely at the end of a waiting interval, and it is possibly critical, in the 
sense that it is the last enabled in a set of coincident events, thus triggering the 
entire set. It is convenient to associate all this information with the label of the 
respective event rather than with the event itself. Thus we come to timed actions, 
where a timed action d consists of an action symbol as(d), a waiting interval 
wait(d). and a criticity mark cm(d), and we label events by timed actions. This 
allows us to define operations on timed configuration systems as for the standard 
configuration systems, using a suitable synchronization structure.

3.1. Definition. Given a synchronization structure A, the synchronization 
structure o f timed actions for A is L(A) =(Dx(A)^S(A)’®2<Ap,w^ere:
(1) Dfc(A) is the set of triples d = (as(d),wait(d),cm(d)) such that:

(1.1) as(d) is an element of DA (an action symbol),
(1.2) wait(d) is a closed interval of nonnegative real numbers (a waiting 

interval) with a left end entime{d) >0 (enabling time) and a right end 
cptime(d) > entime(d) (completion time),

(1.3) cm(d) is one of the symbols Y, N (a criticity mark, where Y stands 
for critical and N for noncritical),

(1.4) as(d)eIA and cm(d)=Y implies cptime(d)= entime(d),

(2 ) ^ A )  = (d eD I(A ): “ ( d ^ A  )•
d ®i<A)e is defined for d,ee Dj^a) such that as(d) asfe) is defined, 

cptime(d)= cptime(e), cm(d)= cm(e), and then d ®j(A)e = f .where 
as(f)= as(d) ®A as(e), entime(f)= max(entime(d),entime(e)), 

cptime(f)= cptime(d>= cptime(e), and cm(f)= cm(d)= cm(e). ♦

Timed configuration systems are defined over the synchronization structure 
of timed actions for a synchronization structure A. We assume that in a timed 
configuration system time is counted starting from the beginning of the 
represented behaviour and we require it to be consistent with the causal order of 
events. We assume also a sort of eagerness of behaviours as in [5], meaning that 
there is no unnecessary delay in completing events. In the present paper we 
represent this eagerness not only implicitly but also explicitly, with the aid of 
criticity marks.

10



3.2. Definition. Given a synchronization structure A, a timed configuration 
system for A (a timed c-system ) is a configurruon system S over 1(A) such that:
(1) for all events e=(x,v) and f=(y,w) of S such that follows e in some seS 

we have cptime(v) £ cptime(w),
(2) each configuration seS is eager in the sense that each event e=(x,v)es with 

ve IjfA) and cm(v)=N is coincident with an event (y,w)6 s with w«Ij^A)or

cm(d)=Y.
By tcs(A) we denote the universe of timed c-systems for A. ♦

The eagerness in (2) excludes the existence of a nonempty maximal subset s 'cs 
of coincident internal events without one critical, that is triggering the entire 
subset This prevents from unneoesssry delays in completing events. Of course, we 
have tcs(A) c  cs(£(A)).

3.3. Proposition. The universe tcs(A) is closed under the following operations 
on c-systems:

P |—» P1K for Kc Dk a ) w’t*1 l£(A) cK  of the form ev(L)=(de : as(d)e L ) 
with some LcD A such that IAcL  (restrictions),

(Sq» Sj) i—> Sq + Sj (summation). ♦

The proof is straightforward.

In the case of relabelling we have die following obvious results.

3.4. Proposition. Let A be a synchronization structure, b an automorphism of 
A, and A a nonnegative real number. Then the bisection rs(b,A): D ^ A) —► D ^ A ),
where, for each d = (a,[x,y],p)eDE(A), rs(b,A) ((a,[x,y],p)) = (b(a),(x+A,y+A],p),

is an automorphism of the synchronization structure L(A) of timed actions. We 
call it a rename-and-shift relabelling. ♦

3.5. Proposition. The universe tcs(A) is closed under rename-and-shift 
relabellings. ♦

Prefixing for timed c-systems and the parallel composition differ slightly 
from those for standard c-systems, though the main idea remains the same. The 
respective concepts can be obtained easily as follows.

11



3.6. Proposition. For arbitrary timed c-systems Sq >nd P in tcs(A), we have 
a timed c-system S€ lcs(A), called the result of prefixing the timed c-system Sq 

to the timed c-system P, and written as Sq-P, where:
seS0-Piff s=  {((0^),v):(x,v)€So) for some sqeSq or
s={((0,x),v): (x,v)es0 M((l,ÿ),{a,[x+A,y+A],p)): (y,(a,[x ,y ],p))eq)}
for a maximal s^e Sq . some qe P, and A=max(cptime(v): (x,v>€ sq). ♦

t
3.7. Proposition. For arbitrary timed c-systems S0 and Sj in tcs(A), we have 
a tuned c-system Se tcs(A), called the parallel composition o f timed c-systems S0 
and S] and written as Sq III Sj , where se Sg III Sj iff se Sq II Sj and s is eager in 

the sense of (2) of 3.2. ♦

The proof of 3.6 is straightforward. The proof of 3.7 follows immediately 
from the properties stated in 2.3 for the usual parallel composition.

The parallel composition of timed c-systems corresponds to the eager 
composition in [5] and it has similar properties.

Thus we come to the following concept of basic operations on timed
c-systems.

3.8. Definition. The operations defined in 3.3 - 3.7 on tcs(A) are called basic
operations on timed c-systems. ♦

As the suprema of countable chains of timed c-systems are also timed 
c-systems. we obtain easily the following results and concepts.

3.9. Proposition. The basic operations on timed c-systems are continuous. ♦

3.10. Proposition. For each continuous mapping F: (tcs(A))m+n —>(tcs(A))m, 
the operation fixpF(P,Q) is a continuous operation on timed c-systems. ♦

3.11. Definition. The operations on timed c-systems which can be obtained by 
combining basic ones with the aid of superpositions and fixed-point operators are 
called definable operations on timed c-systems. ♦

12



For c-systems we a concept of equivalence which reflects the fact that some 
behaviours cannot be differentiated in distributed environments. This concept, 
corresponding to the so called pomset bisimulation equivalence, can be introduced, 
as in [7] in terms of morphisms between c-systems, called simulations. These 
simulations are defined in terms of transitions between c-systems, where the 
transitions are considered up to their visible images and where the concept of 
visible image depends cm whether we have to deal with usual or timed systems. For 
timed systems we need a concept of visibility which reflects the fact that the 
communication with the environment may wait for an internal event

We start with the following simple observation.

4.1 Proposition. For each c-system Setcs(A) which has a greatest configuration 
we have a unique timed c-system visible(S)e tcs( A), called the visible kernel of S, 
where tevisible(S) iff t={(x,v)es: v e  orcm(v)=Y and (x,v) is coincident
in s with some (y,w)e s with we I ^ A) } for some se S. ♦

4.2. Proposition. For each c-system S and each configuration se S we have a
unique c-system S-s, called the continuation of S from s, where te S-s iff t=s'-s for 
some s'e S with s c  s'. ♦

The concept of simulation can be introduced as follows.
4.3. Definition. A transition from one system timed c-system to another is a 
triple S=j-qT, where S is a timed c-system, T is a continuation of S from a

configuration se S, and G=visible(is) for the prefix is=  {te S: t c  s}. ♦

4.4. Definition. An isomorphism from a timed c-system S to a c system T is a
bijection b: LJS —> O T  such that (y,w)=b((x,v)) implies v=w, se S implies 
b (s)e  T, and te T  implies b '^ O e S , for all (x,v),(y,w),s,t . If such an 
isomorphism exists, then we say that S and T are isomorphic ♦

4.5. Definition. By a simulation of a timed c-system S in a c-system T we mean 
a triple p: S - » T, where:
(1) p c S x T ,
(2) (0, 0)e p ,
(3) for each (s,t)e p and each transition S-s =>G(S-s}-s' there exists

4. Behavioural equivalence of timed configuration systems

13



a transition T-t=>n{T-t)-t' such that (sus\tuO € p and G and H are 

isomorphic.
If (0,t)e p only for t= 0 , then we call p: S —> T a rooted simulation. If 
p °P :T -» S , where p°P=  {(u): (s,t)ep), is also a simulation, then we call
p: S —» T a bisimulation. ♦

For example, idp: S —► T with S «  T and id§ denoting the identity
«  ‘ relation in S, written also as S -* T, is a simulation. Similarly, Rs : S S+S

with
(s,t)€ R-s iff t={((0,x),v): (x,v)es) or t={((l,x),v): (x,v)€s} 

is a rooted bisimulation.

The following properties are direct consequences of the definition.
4.6. Proposition. If p : S -» T and o : T - » U a r e  simulations (resp: rooted 
simulations, bisimulations) then p o a  : T —► U with

p o a  = {(s,t): (s,t)e p and (t,u)ea for some teT ) 

is also a simulation (resp: a rooted simuladon, a bisimulation). ♦

4.7. Proposition. The timed c-systems over a synchronization structure A and 
their simulations constitute a category which we denote by tcs(A). For each 
cardinal m we have the cartesian power (tcsiA))™ of this category. ♦

4.8. Proposition. The binary relation in tcs(A) defined by
S = T iff there exists a rooted bisimulation p: S - » T 

is an equivalence relation. We call it behavioural equivalence, and we say that S and
T are behaviourally equivalent, wheneveer S = T. ♦

For example. S+S=S, S+T=T+S, SIII(TIII UMSIIIT)III U.

The basic property of the behavioural equivalence of timed c-systems is that 
this equivalence is a congruence for all definable operations on timed c-systems. In 
order to prove this we need additional facts and concepts.

4.9. Proposition. The category tcs(A) has colimits of countable chains. 
The colimit of each chain Sq<< Sj«  ... coincides with the supremum

S = VJ{Sj:i€to). Similarly for the cartesian powers of tcs(A). Moreover,

p = ^ { p  ¡: ie co} for each commutative diagram as in fig. 4.1 with the unique
p: S —►T resulting from the universal properties of colimits.

14



Fig.4.1

Proof outline. It suffices to notice that the commutativity of the diagram in 
fig.4.1 means that each p, with i£j is the restriction of pj to and that p = V^»{pj: 

ie (o) is the unique relation such that the diagram in fig.4.1 commutes. ♦

4.10. Definition. Given a functor F : tcs(A)m -» tcs(A)n , we say that F is 
continuous iff it preserves colimits and the prefix order, where the preservation 
of the prefix order means that F(S) F̂ ) F(T) is F(S) ^4 F(T) for each S «  T, 
and we say that F preserves rooted bisimulations iff F(p) : F(S) -» F(T) is a 
rooted bisimulation whenever p : S - » T is a rooted bisimulation.«

timed
4.11. Proposition. Each definable operation on c-systems can be extended in a 
canonical way to a continuos functor which preserves rooted bisimulations.

Proof outline.
For the basic operations the proof is straightforward. For example, for 

p 0 : S0 -*  S0' and p j : S1 -» S j ' we define P o ^P l: SoHSo'-» IISj* by 
p0llpi : {(s,s') : s consists of s0 and Sj, s' consists of sq and Sj', (s0, So')ep0, 
(slt S j ’) e  p j }, and the continuity follows from 3.9 and 4.9.

h r order to prove that the property holds for each definable operation, it 
suffices to consider a continuous functor F: (tCs(A))m+n —»(tcs(A))m, which 
preserves rooted bisimulations and to prove that T i-» fixs F(S,T) extends to a
continuous functor which preserves rooted bisimulations.

Suppose that p : T —> T  is a bisimulation and consider the least solutions f(T) 
and f(T) of the respective fixed point equations S=F(S,T) and S=F(S,T). As F is 
continuous, we obtain the commutative diagram in fig.4.2 with a unique simulation 
a  : f(T) —» f(T’). From the uniqueness of a  it follows that the correspondence 
p i-* o, where f(p) = U {p ¡: ie to} with pQ= 0 m and pi+J = F(p¡,p) for ieo>,

I» a functor,
and that this functor is continuous. It is also easy to see that this functor preserves 
rooted bisimulations.

15
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Fig. 4.2
From the definition of the behavioural equivalence of timed c-system and 4.11 

we obtain the following result.

4.12. Proposition. The behavioural equivalence of timed c-systems is a 
congruence for all definable operations on such systems. ♦

5. Examples of modelling timed behaviours

Timed configuration systems can be used to model timed behaviours with 
various communication mechanisms. We shall illustrate it on examples.

5.1. Example (Timed Petri nets).
By a timed Petri net we mean a marked Place/Transition Petri net with certain 

durations associated with transitions (cf. [5]). The duration associated with a 
transition represents the time needed for an execution of this transition, where each 
execution begins from absorbing a collection of tokens, one token from each input 
place, and it ends with creating a collection of tokens, one token in each output 
place. We admit many concurrent nonconflicting executions of the same transition 
and we assume that it takes no time to resolve conflicts: when an execution can 
stan, it starts immediately or it is disabled immediately *

The timed behaviour of a net can be obtained by decomposing the net into 
simpler parts, by representing the behaviours of the parts by timed c-systems, and 
by composing these into one resulting c-system. This can be done as in [5], starting 
from single places and transitions.

In this case we make use of a synchronization structure A containing action 
symbols +e and -e with (-e)®Af+e)=xe IA, where e is (a name of) a possible
edge of a net. -e stands for sending a token to the edge e, and +e for receiving a 
token from the edge e.

16'



The behaviour of a single place is regarded as consisting of mutually 
independent behaviours of tokens that can possibly appear in this place. For a place 
with k tokens, input edges a1,...,ani, and output edges b j bn, we represent such
a behaviour by a timed c-system placek(+alt...,+am,-bi -bn). We define this
c-system as consisting of configurations s: U uV uW u({0}xW ) -> Dj^A) such

that:
(1) Uc{l....Jc).
(2) V.W are finite disjoint subsets of {k+lJt+2,...},
(3) as(s(u))e {-bj -bn), entime(s((u))=0, as((v))e (+a1,...,+am},

entime(s(v))=0, cm(s(v))=Y, as(s(w)e {+aj -t-aTI, J,
as(s(0,w))€ {-bj -bn), entime(s(w))=0, cptime(s(w))=entime(s(0,w)),

cm(s(w))=Y, for all u e ll, ve V, we W.

Each ue U with as(s(u))= -bj represents an occurrence of sending a token, which
resided in the place from the beginning, to the output bj; each ve V with
as(s(v))=+aj represents an occurrence of receiving a token on the input a^ each 
we W with as(s(w))=+aj and as(s(0,w))= -bj represents an occurrence of receiving 
a token on the input aj, whereas (0,w) represents an occurrence of sending this 
token to the output bj (cf. fig. 5.1).

A configuration of placej(+f, -g) 

Fig.5.1

The behaviour of a single transition is regarded as consisting of mutually 
independent executions of this transition. For a transition with a duration d, input 
edges a t  am, and output edges bj,...,bn, we represent such a behaviour by a
timed c-system transd(+ai +aTn,-b1 -bn). We define this system as coosisting

of configurations

17



s: (U x{l m ))u(V x{l m }M {0}xV x{l, n}) -> D ^ } such that:

(1) U and V are finite disjoint subsets of {1,2,...},
(2) as(s(u,i)) = +aj and entime(s(u,i)) * 0 for all ue U and ie {1, ...on},

cptime(s(uj)) = cptime(s(u,k)) for all ue U and ijce {1, ...on}, 
as(s(v,i))= +â  and entime(s(v,i)) = 0 for all ve V and ie {1, ...jn},
cptime(s(v,i)) = cptime(s(v,k)) for all ve V and ijce {1, ...jtn},
as(s(0,vj)) = -b: and entime(s(0,v j))  = cptime(s(0,v j))=

J >
=cptime(s(v,0))+d and cm(s(0,v j))=Y for all ve V and je  {1, ...,n}.

Each ue U represents an incomplete execution of the transition. Each ve V 
represents a completed execution of the transition. Each (u ,i)eU x{ l,..., m} with 
as(s(u,i)) = +a, represents an occurrence of receiving a token on the input â  in the
execution u. Each (v,i)e Vx{ l,...,m} with as(s(v,i))= +a  ̂ and as(s(0,vj))= -bj 
represents an occurrence of receiving a token on die input aj in the execution v, 
whereas each (0,v j )  with the same v represents sending a token to the output bj in 
the same execution v. Note that, for each ueU , all the events ((u,i),(s(u,i)) are 
coincident. Similarly for each veV , all ((v,i),(s(v,i)) are coincident and all 
((0,v j),(s(0,v j))  are coincident (cf. fig. 5.2).

A configuration of tran s3(+g,+h,-f)

Fig.5.2
In order to obtain the timed behaviour of a timed net, or of a part of such a 

net, it suffices to combine correspondingly timed c-systems for its places and 
transitions. For instance, the behaviour of the incomplete net in fig. 5.3 with the 
transiti >n of duration 3 can be represented by the c-system given by

(.place,(+f,-g) III tran s3(+g,+h,-f))l{de : as(d)e {-f,+f.-g,+g}}.

A configuration of such a system can be obtained by combining configurations of 
compoi ents as shown in fig. 5. 4.

18



Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.4

5.2. Example. ("Reader-writer" system).
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»
By a "reader-writer" system we mean a system consisting of a number of 

processes, called readers or writers, and of a variable whose state can be changed 
by each writer and read by readers. As usual, concurrent reading by many readers 
is allowed and each writing is assumed to exclude any other operation.

In this case we make use of a synchronization structure A containing action 
symbols -Wc, +Wc, -Rc, +Rc with (-Wc)®¿i+'Wc) = (-Rc)® A(+Rc) = Te *A>
where -Wc stands for writing a value c by a writer, +Wc for receiving a value c 
by the variable, -Rc for delivering a value c to a reader by the variable, and +Rc 
for reading c, the current value ofthe variable, by a reader.

The timed behaviour of the variable with an initial value cq can be 
represented by a timed c-system var(co). We define this c-system as consisting of 
configurations s: UuV such that:

(1) U is a finite subset of {1,2,...},
(2) V is a finite subset of (oxw,
(3) ie l l  or ( i+ lj)eV  implies {l,...,i)cU,
(4) entim e(s(l))=0,
(5) as(s(i))= +Wcj with a value Cj for all ie U,

and as(s(i j))=  -Rcj with a value Cj for all (i j ) e  V,

(6) entime(s(i»< cptime(s(i))= entime(s(i+l)) for all ieU ,
(7) entim e(s(ij))= entime(s(i+l)) for all (ij)e  V,
(8) cptime(s(i-ljc))< cptime(s(i))< cptim e(s(ij))

for all ijjce  to with (ij)e  V and (i-1 Jc)e V,
(9) cm(s(i))e {Y.N} for all ieU  and cm (s(ij»e (Y,N) foraU (ij)eV .
Here i stands for an occurrence of receiving the i-th successive written value by 
the variable (an execution of the timed action s(i) with as(s(i)) = +WCj), and (i j)
stands for one of a possible number of mutually independent occurrences of 
delivering the i-th value to a reader by the variable (an execution denoted by (i j )  
of the timed action s(ij) with as(s(ij))=-RCj ) (cf. fig. 5.5).

For a writer we may take any timed behaviour capable of writing a value into 
the variable by executing the respective -Wc. Such a behaviour can be represented 
by a timed c-system w riter with configurations containing events of the form 
(x,(-Wc,[u,v],p)) (cf. fig. 5.6).

Similarly, for a reader we may take any timed behaviour capable of reading 
the current value of the variable by executing the respective +Rc. Such a behaviour 
can be represented by a timed c-system reader with configurations containing 
events of the form (y,(+Rc,[r,s],q)) (cf. fig, 5.7, where the occurrence of 
(a,[2,4],Y) is coincident with the occurrence of (+Rc,[3,4],N)).

20



Fig. 5.6

Fig. 5.5 Fig- 5.7

The timed behaviour of a system consisting of a variable with the initial value 
0, one writer, and two readers, and such that the communication among the three 
components is invisible for the environment, can be represented by the timed 
c-system given by

f

(var(0) III writer III reader III reader)
l{de D ^A): as(d)e (-Wc,+Wc,-Rc,+Rc) forany c).

A configuration of such a c-system can be obtained by combining configurations of 
components as shown in fig. 5.8.

/ t
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Fig. 5.8

S3 . Example ("Traffic light" system).
By a "traffic light" system we mean a system consisting of a facility, called 

traffic light, with two possible states "Green" and "Red", a switch capable of setting 
the traffic light to one of the two states, and a number of processes, called cars, 
capabl e of seeing the current state of the light and taking a suitable decision. We 
assume that the current state of the traffic light is broadcasted and can be received 
by can. We assume also that switching may happen at any time instant and that at 
such t me instant the state is not broadcasted. For the time being we consider 
switching of the handshaking type.
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In this case we make use of a synchronization structure A containing action 
symbols -Wc, +Wc, -Rc, +Rc with
(-Wc)® A(+Wc) = xe IA, (-Rc)® A(+Rc) = -Rc, where -Wc stands for setting the
traffic light to a state c (c=G for "Green" and c=R for "Red”) by the switch, +Wc 
for receiving such a state c by the traffic light, -Rc for broadcasting the current 
state c by the traffic light, and +Rc for seeing c, the current state of the traffic 
light, by a car.

The timed behaviour of the traffic light with an initial state Cq can be 
represented by a timed c-system tlight(co). We define this c-system as consisting 
of configurations s: UuV -* D ^ A) such that:

(1) U is a finite subset of {1,2,...},
(2) V is a finite subset of toxco,
(3) ie l l  or (i+ lj)eV  implies (l,...,i)cU ,
(4) entime(s(l))=0,
(5) as(s(i))= +Wcj with c ^ G .R )  forallieU ,

and as(s(ij))= -Rcj with q e  (G,R) for all (ij)e  V,
(6) entime(s(i)>c cptime(s(i))= entime(s(i+l)) for all ie U,
(7) entime(s(ij))= entime(s(i+l)) for all (ij)e  V,
(8) cptime(s(i-ljc))< cptime(s(i))< cptime(s(i,j))

for all ij,ke  co with (ij)e  V and (i-1 Jc)g V,
(9) cm(s(i))e {Y,N) for all ie U and cm(s(i j))=Y for all (i j )e  V.
Here (i,s(i)) stands for the event of receiving the i-th subsequent state by the traffic
light (an execution of the timed action s(i) with as(s(i))=+WCj), and ((i j),s(i j))
for one of a possible number of "independent copies” of broadcasting the i-th state 
to a car by the traffic light. All these copies correspond to events of seeing the same 
state by different cars (cf. fig. 5.9).
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Fig. 5.9
For a switch we may take any timed behaviour capable of setting a state of the 

traffic light. To such a behaviour a timed c-system switch corresponds with 
configurations containing events of the form (x,(-Wc,[u,v],p)) with ce{G,R} 
(cf. fig. 5.10).

The timed behaviour of a car seeing the traffic light for the first time at a time 
instant t > 0 may be represented by a timed c-system car(t) with configurations of 
the form s = {(0,(+RR,[t0,t0].Y)),....(n-l,(+RR,[Vl.tn-l]-Y))'(n.(+RG.[tn.g,Y ))} 
with tg=t<...< t„.]< t„ (cf. fig. 5.11).
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Fig. 5.11

The timed behaviour of a system consisting of a traffic light with the initial 
state R, a switch, and three cars seeing the traffic light for the first time at instants 
3, 4, 6, and such that the communication between switch and the traffic light is 
invisible for the environment, can be represented by the timed c-system given by 
(tlight(R) III switch III car(3) III car(4) III car(5))

1 {dc °I<A): ■*<•)« ( -WR,+WR.-WG,+WG}}.
A configuration of such a c-system can be obtained by combining configurations of 
component c-systems as shown in fig. 5.12.

Note that the restriction which appears in the expression giving the resulting 
c-system does not allow configurations in which a setting of state of the traffic light 
by the switch does not match the respective receiving by the traffic light. In this 
manner we express a priority of the switch over the traffic light, namely that each 
setting of state is received by the traffic light.

In the case of setting states of the traffic light by broadcasting, the timed 
behaviour of the system could not be defined in an analogous manner. Namely, in 
this case we have (-WR)®A(+WR) = -WR and (-WG)®A(+WG) = -WG, and

hence the restriction to actions d with as(d)i (-WR,+WR,-WG,+WG) eliminates 
all configurations with settings of states, not only those with settings which do not 
match the respettive receivings.

A manner of overcoming this difficulty might be to introduce a special 
parallel composition with a priority of one component over the other on a given set 
of actions.
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When modelling a timed behaviour one may choose among different 
behavioural equivalent timed configuration systems.

5.4 Example

Think of a behaviour consisting of independent actions such that each action 
starts with consuming two items available at some ports g and h and ends after four 
units of time with delivering two items to some other ports i and j. This may be the 
behavio r of any of the nets M and N in fig.5.13.
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M

Fig.5.13

Indeed the behaviours of the two nets can be represented, respectively, as the 
timed c-systems:

(p lace0(+g,-k) III p lace0(+h,-l) III t r a n s 4(+kt+l,-m,-n) III p lace0(+m,-i) III
place0(+n,-j))l (de D j^ )  : as(d)e {+g,-g,+h,-h,+i,-i,+j,-j}}.

and'

(p lace0(+g,-k) III place0(+h,-l) III trans2(+k,-kl,-k2) III t ra n s 2(+l,-11,-12) III 
p lace0(+kl,-k3) III p lace0(+k2,-k4) III p lace0(+ll,-13) III p lace0(+12,-14) III 
tra n s2(+k4,+14,-m) III tran s2(+14,+k4,-n) III place0(+m,-i) III place0(+n,-j))l 
(deD j^A ): as(d)e {+g,-g,+h,-h,+i,-i,+j,-j}),

They consist of independent parts like the ones shown in fig.5.14. By relating the 
configurations of these timed c-systems as shown in the figure we obtain a rooted 
bisimulation which shows that the timed c-systems are behaviourally equivalent.
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(t.[6,6],Y)(T,[6,6],Y)

(x,[2,2],N)

l( (+h,[0,2},Y)(+g.fO,l].Y)

(-U 6 J W

^ [6 .6 L Y )

(t.[4,4].Y) (t,[4,4],Y) '¿ ,[4 ,4 ],Y) (t,[4,4],Y)

X[4.4],Y) (x,[4,4],Y?

(t.[2,2],Y)

<+h.[0.2].Y)(+g,t0.1],Y)

A part of die behaviour of M

A pan of
a bisimulation N N

A part of the behaviour of N

Fig.5.14



6. Comments

The general tendency in modelling concurrent systems is to express the 
developments of their behaviours in terms of causal order. The information on 
causal order is the minimum one needs for dealing with dynamical properties. 
However, not all properties can be expressed using only the concept of causal 
order. On one hand, we may need to describe behaviours of systems in which 
keeping time into account is substantial, like real time systems, communication 
protocols with time-outs, etc.. On the other hand, there are properties which 
cannot be described without some information about the lapse of time, like 
faimess.which is nothing but an assumption about relative speeds of system 
components, or like inevitability of events known to necessarily occur in a certain 
period of time. In order to cover cases like these we need definition tools powerful 
enough to deal with time.

It is important to realize that considering time does not necessarily mean 
requiring more information than that one usually has. For instance, in order to 
have fairness, it may be sufficient to know that delays between some events are not 
less than a certain positive amount of time. Such an information can be reflected by 
considering behaviours with parameters for which arbitrary time values satisfying 
suitable conditions may be substituted.

A suitable descriptive power of models including time can be achieved by 
combining the structure of causal order with that of real time. In the case of timed 
configuration systems the causal order is given by configurations, and these do not 
necessarily correspond to real states of development of the represented behaviour. 
For example the configuration consisting of occurrences of (-a ,[l,l],Y ), 
(-b,{7,7],Y), (-c,[3,3],Y) does not correspond to any real state of the behaviours 
represented by the timed c-system in fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1

The configurations corresponding to real states, briefly states, can be 
distinguished among all the configurations by means of the information on 
completion times of events. Consequently, we can formally define the possible runs 
of the represented behaviour and how they develop in time. This may be a basis for 

- a precise reasoning about dynamical properties like safety, liveness, inevitability of 
some states, etc.. This may be also a basis for dealing with the problem of 
enforcing desirable behaviours of one component of a system by another in a 
mannner more natural than the one in [1].

The examples in section 4 show the possibility of modelling timed behaviours 
with various communication mechanisms. This suggests that also the real time 
systems as those represented by statecharts as in [3] and [4] could be modelled.
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